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Manifold Kingdom
Spoil Foil Puzzle
Thriller: Manifold

Kingdom Spoil Foil
Puzzle The next level
in the great trilogy of

the Manifold Kingdom
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Mystery Solving
games. You are the

greatest investigator of
all time and the world

is waiting for you to be
amongst them. The

Fantastic Journey, The
Thriller, The Spoil

Foil. What will be the
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next logical step for
the greatest

investigator of all
time? The only real-

time player to solve all
three levels of the

puzzle is YOU. Will
you lose your way in

the dark forests of the
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land of mystery or will
you rise to the

challenge of this great
adventure? Enter a

world where change
and unity happen with
the advent of magic.

The land of
multiplicity has been
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broken-and the three
dimensions have

merged. Manifold
Kingdom is a multi-

dimensional
puzzle/action game set
in a parallel and fully

3-dimensional Land of
Magic. Every map,
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level, puzzle, and
character are made up

of dozens or more
individual components,
which all interact in a
realistic and dynamic

way. Experience an all-
new way of adventure
and play! Explore the
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magical world of
Manifold Kingdom as
you solve the puzzles.
Fly anywhere, above
ground and below, in
the Land of Magic.

You can move on land
or use the portals to

enter other dimensions.
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Play alone, or share
your adventures with
up to three friends!

Game Features:
Explore the Land of

Magic, where magic is
real Dimensionally
interactive world -

explore in any
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direction Hundreds of
puzzle elements - solve

puzzles in your way
Flexible nonlinear
gameplay - jump

puzzles, be an expert,
or be a player

Incredible art and
music - two-
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dimensional gameplay
with a 3-dimensional

background Challenge
the Game » Manifold

Kingdom -
Unbelievable Levels in

a Unique Land of
Magic! Personal

Challenge » In each
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map you solve puzzles
in your own way with
its unique twist to the
gameplay Tutorial »

Manifold Kingdom is
not just a puzzle game,
it is a whole new way
of adventure Game

Career » The challenge
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of levels and portal
changes, train your

brain and become an
expert Game in

Progress » Watch the
evolution of the

challenge, each day
one new level is added

to the game Game
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Community » Talk to
the amazing people
behind the Manifold
Kingdom now! Read
updates, view your

rank and even join in
on the development
Share the Game »

World History Book,
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